
Artist Title Label Info Format

ALTERNATIVE 

TV
DARK PLACES

FOURTH 

DIMENSION

Mark Perry has remained the sole surviving original member and driving force. 

Alternative TV have been responsible for around fifteen albums since their 

formation, with the last one, Opposing Forces, from 2015 on Public Domain 

Records, proving to be their strongest thus far with its mar-rying of igneous 

rock, idiosyncratic touches, barbed commentary and occasionally seething 

undercurrents of dark psychedelic noise. ‘Dark Places’ expands the mantle set 

by Opposing Forces, introducing four songs cascading between full-on rock to 

a kind of abstract minimalist electronics approach perfectly in keeping with 

Alternative TV’s occasional traverses to the furthest reaches. Vic Godard’s 

guests on guitar on ‘Like a Tomb’.

12"

BALDRY, LONG 

JOHN  & 

HOOCHIE 

COOCHIE MEN 

FILTHY MCNASTY  EP 1960'S RECORDS

Following Cyril Davies’s death in January 1964, Long John Baldry took over the 

All Stars and renamed them the Hoochie Coochie Men. The re-cordings 

featured here come from a March 1965 broadcast and are played by the sixth 

and final incarnation of the group without Rod Stewart on vocals.

7"

BASS 

COMMUNION 

(STEVEN 

WILSON)

BASS COMMUNION HIDDEN ART

Double LP (heavyweight 180 gram vinyl) in gatefold sleeve. Re-mastered and 

exclusive liner notes by Steven Wilson. Includes bonus track not on CD version 

and brand new artwork.

2LP
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BEACH BOYS
 IN PARIS WITH ANDY 

WILLIAMS  EP
1960'S RECORDS

The Beach Boys played a show in Paris on December 15, 1967 that was 

broadcast to raise money for UNICEF. Brian Wilson stayed home to work on 

songs for the Friends album but Ed Carter played bass and Bruce Johnson sang 

vocals. And if anyone ever wondered how the Beach Boys might sound with 

Andy Williams on backing vocals, Little Cycle is the living proof.

7"

BLABBERMOU

TH
DEEP STATE

DIRTER 

PROMOTIONS

Blabbermouth are the brainchild of Lu Edmonds - (Pil, Mekons, The Damned) 

& Mark Roberts (The Godfathers, Massive Attack etc) and a host of others in a 

star-studded line up. The record is limited to just 500 copies, with a full length 

release on Dirter to follow later in 2018.

7"

BOYS THE BOYS
CALL OF THE 

VOID

Part of the first wave of mid-70s UK punk explosion The Boys formed in 

London in 1975 . They released their acclaimed self-titled debut in 1977 which 

featured ‘I Don’t Care’ and ‘First Time’. Limited edition vomit splatter vinyl. 

1000 copies.

LP

BUFFALO 

SPRINGFIELD

LIVE AT MONTEREY 1967  

EP
1960'S RECORDS

June ’67 and the Byrds and Buffalo Springfield were both in disarray. Neil 

Young walked out of the Springfield just before they were due to perform at 

Monterey and David Crosby was asked to fill in for him. This didn’t please the 

Byrds and he left the group shortly after. Here is your chance to hear the four-

guitar Buffalo Springfield line-up of Steve Stills, Richie Furay, Doug Hastings 

and David Crosby.

7"



BURDON, ERIC  

& THE 

ANIMALS

NIGHTS IN SAN FRANCISCO RHYTHM & BLUES

The whole of side one is an uninterrupted symphony of R&B. Just listen to the 

two versions of the absurdly great “C. C. Rid-er”. On the other hand side two is 

most of their psychedelic material. Compared to the previous Animals albums, 

this just seems to pack a little more punch than any of the others with the 

possible exception of Animal Tracks. Jenkins’s drumming really makes a 

difference in the overall sound. The group seems freer now, especially on the 

uptempo material (check “Shake, Rattle And Roll”). And Burdon’s vocals seem 

to be con-stantly improving, which is a crucial point. In any event, the fact is 

that this album rocks. And when the Animals rock, no one can touch them.

LP

BYRDS THE BYRDS 1960'S RECORDS

Side One contains broadcast recordings taken from TV and radio between 

December 1965 and March 1967. But it is Side Two that is of great historical 

signficance for Byrdmaniacs. The Winterland show from December 1967 offers 

a glimpse of the Byrds as a three-piece band. David Crosby and Michael Clarke 

had left in the summer, but Clarke returned for this concert. The recording 

quality is not great but the sound is unlike any other Byrds recording, with 

McGuinn’s 6-string Gretsch powering the group along on hard rock versions of 

their hits and others such as Miles Davis’s Milestones and Jimmy Reed’s Baby, 

What You Want Me To Do.

LP

COACH HOP I LIKE TAYLOR SWIFT SCRATCHY

3 minutes of perfect pop gushing rock’n’roll wonderment. Coach Hop is the 

new outfit from natty frontman Charlie Honderick. Previously to be found in 

the cockpit with festival-slayers-in-waiting ‘Hamptons’, Charlie is the possessor 

of a rich, at times almost John Grant-esque baritone and a stage demeanour 

not unlike fellow American Dave Lee Roth. Now teaming up with producer 

Natt Webb, Charlie has found the perfect foil for his songwriting. This is 

celebratory music that cut loose from any sense of self consciousness several 

hundred feet ago and it’s highly likely you’ll want to climb on board with him.

7"



EASYBEATS LOVIN’ MACHINE  EP 1960'S RECORDS

These four tracks are taken from a German TV show broadcast from 

Offenbach in February 1967. Three including the worldwide hit Friday On My 

Mind are self-composed Easybeats tracks and the fourth is a cover of River 

Deep Mountain High.

7"

ESG COME AWAY WITH ESG FIRE RECORDS

Celebrating the band’s 40th anniversary with the reissue of the classic genre-

busting debut album by the Bronx sisters ESG. Limited edition or-ange vinyl 

complete with new artwork. 1000 copies.

LP

FAME, 

GEORGIE

RHYTHM AND BLUES AND 

JAZZ  
1960'S RECORDS

This collection of R&B, pop and jazz finds Fame at the commercial peak of his 

career with a new single, ‘The Ballad Of Bonnie & Clyde’, heading towards 

No.1 in the UK and Europe. As one critic put it at the end of ’67, ‘for my money 

he’s equally good at pop and jazz’ and we couldn’t agree more.

LP

FOSTER, 

JOSEPHINE

A WOLF IN SHEEPS 

CLOTHING
FIRE RECORDS

‘A Wolf In Sheep’s Clothing’ (2006) was an unusual album, first because it does 

things with classical music that aren’t usually done. The songs Josephine Foster 

sings here are classical pieces, written (the texts are German poems) by some 

of the greatest German composers of the 19th century, Franz Schubert, Robert 

Schumann, Johannes Brahms, and Hugo Wolf. “Foster has found perhaps the 

most appropriate vehicle yet for her singular and affecting talents – 19th 

century German art-songs, wholly reconstructed here via Foster’s skeletal 

arrangements of voice and guitar” Pitchfork. Remastered and repackaged with 

new artwork. 1000 copies.

LP

FUZZTONES BRAINDROPS EASY ACTION

Originally issued in 1991 this was the bands 3rd album and has been out of 

print for over 20 years. It features covers of some of the most influen-tial rare 

& psych tracks from the 60’s alongside self-penned tracks such as the live 

favourites ‘Romilar D’ , ‘Rise’ and ‘Skeleton Farm’. Features 3 bonus tracks on 

the LP. Remastered on coloured vinyl with bonus 7” single.

LP+7



GIANT SAND PROVISIONS FIRE AMERICA

White vinyl. 1000 copies. Includes DL. 23 years into a career that includes 

releases under a host of nom de plumes, Howe Gelb returned to Giant Sand 

after a four-year hiatus for ‘proVISIONS’. The result was a slice of typically off-

the-cuff beat-styled pontificating set to music that defied boundaries – there a 

country-tinged ballad nestles next to a swing-styled croon, a rambunctious 

guitar holds court and intricate wordy couplets emote before echoey 

melancholy takes charge courtesy of a wailing steel guitar. Polly Harvey, Neko 

Case, M Ward and Isobell Campbell are part of the party, swaying breezily with 

Howe as old friends.

LP

GIRLS NAMES PRIMITIVE DESIRE TOUGH LOVE

11-track collection of the first ever studio sessions by Girls Names, recorded in 

2009 in Belfast. It compiles their debut EP originally released on Captured 

Tracks, the eight songs that originally featured on the long-out-of print You 

Should Know By Now mini-EP released on Tough Love, and a hereto-

unreleased bonus track. A document of the band's early years as a two-piece, 

fuelled by a distinct nervous energy and nascent dark edge that would 

manifest itself much more obviously on subsequent albums. Green vinyl with 

DL.

LP



GOAT DOUBLE DATE ROCKET 

3000 worldwide. Colour vinyl - 'pool of blood' (blood red and clear, colour-in-

colour vinyl). Double Date is an independent British horror film that was 

released to great applause in 2017. The film was written and starred Danny 

Morgan and was the debut movie directed by Benjamin Barfoot. Ben asked 

Goat to appear in the film in a club scene where he wanted to feature a band 

playing live. And when he and Danny were coming up with the idea for the 

movie they had Goat’s ‘World Music’ album on repeat and it was decided it 

was bands infectious tribal grooves that he want-ed in the scene. During 

filming of Goat’s scene Ben and the band bonded and he invited Goat to score 

the whole film. The album contains all the original music Goat created to 

soundtrack the film plus the music they made for the trailer. Also contains a 

different version of Goat’s live anthem ‘Run To Your Mama’ that was 

especially created for the film.

10"

GROUNDHOG

S
SCRATCHING THE SURFACE FIRE RECORDS

Entering its 50th year since its release, ‘Scratching The Surface’ is The 

Groundhogs extraordinary debut album. A landmark in the British blues 

movement in the 60s, the record released in 1968 includes their fierce 

reworking of Muddy Waters’ ‘Still A Fool’. Limited edition and newly remas-

tered for vinyl. 1000 copies.

LP

HAYSEED 

DIXIE 

IT HAPPENED SO GRASSED! 

LIVE IN SCOTLAND

HAYSEED DIXIE 

RECORDS

2LP live album of a complete 2017 show as recorded live in front of a sold-out 

crowd of 1,300 in Glasgow, Scotland. This is the first official live recording 

released by the band, recorded to multitrack and meticulously mixed entirely 

analogue. Now, in the comfort of your own home, you can pour some whisky 

in your coffee, kick the chairs and tables to the wall, and boogie your face off - 

just like at an actual Hayseed Dixie show!

2LP

HEAD, JOWE PINCER MOVEMENT EASY ACTION

Ex Swell Maps & Television Personalities founder released his first solo album 

in 1982 ...here it is fully remastered as a limited edition of 500 copies. Pincer 

Movement has been out of print on vinyl since the mid 1980’s. Includes 2-

sided colour insert

LP



HENDRIX, JIMI HAMBURG '67  EP 1960'S RECORDS

The first time the Jimi Hendrix Experience performed in Germany was for two 

shows at Hamburg’s Star-Club, the first of which reportedly only attracted 

around thirty people. Here we present five of Hendrix’s finest songs from the 

second show in excellent sound quality, along with inter-views with Jimi in 

English and Noel in German.

7"

HOWARD, 

ROWLAND S. 

vs THE 

DEVASTATION

S

AUTOLUMINESCANT EASY ACTION

Blue vinyl, 500 only. Rowland was best known for his work with The Birthday 

Party and his subsequent solo career. Howard also collaborated with Lydia 

Lunch, Nikki Sudden, ex-Barracudas singer Jeremy Gluck, guitarist Gavin 

Poolman, French electro group KaS Product, Barry Ad-amson, Einstürzende 

Neubauten, guitarist Chris Haskett, Jeffrey Lee Pierce, Fad Gadget, Henry 

Rollins, and A.C. Marias.

7"

JANSCH, BERT A RARE CONUNDRUM
EARTH 

RECORDINGS

Gold vinyl. 1000 copies. Includes CD with bonus tracks. Though recorded in 

England, Bert’s time in America recording the preceding ‘L.A. Turna-round’ and 

‘Santa Barbara Honeymoon’ is still much in evidence. The breezy, bluesy style 

carries effortless across standout tracks ‘Looking For a Home’ and ‘3AM’, 

alongside the more familiar UK folk territory of ‘The Curragh of Kildare’ and 

‘Pretty Saro’. Recorded at London’s Air Studios, the production - steered by 

Jansch and new collaborator Rod Clements - has a wonderful lightness of 

touch. Includes 3 additional non-album tracks as a download.

LP

JANSCH, BERT L.A. TURNAROUND
EARTH 

RECORDINGS

Blue vinyl. 1000 copies. Includes CD with bonus tracks. First of a diptych of 

albums recorded in and influenced by Bert’s time in America. As the title 

suggests, this album was something of a contrast to Jansch’s usual style - 

taking in swathes of Nashville-infused pedal steel to sparkling ef-fect. 

Produced in part by the Monkees’ Mike Nesmith, whose guidance is much in 

evidence on this perfectly measured slice of British country-rock. Includes 4 

additional non-album tracks as a download.

LP



JANSCH, BERT
SANTA BARBARA 

HONEYMOON

EARTH 

RECORDINGS

Purple vinyl. 1000 copies. Includes CD with bonus tracks. The second of two 

albums that Bert wrote in America in the mid 70s, ‘Santa Barbara Honeymoon’ 

foregrounds some of Bert’s most charming and addictive melodies. Album 

highlights include ‘Baby Blue’, ‘Lost and Gone’ and a re-working of Jackson C. 

Frank’s ‘Blues Run The Game’. Includes 6 additional non-album tracks as a 

download.

LP

JEFF BECK 

GROUP
RADIO SESSIONS 1967 1960'S RECORDS

This album of radio sessions sees the Jeff Beck group change drummer three 

times during 1967. The repertoire ranges from classic blues tunes by Willie 

Dixon and Buddy Guy through commercial pop, to Jimmy Page’s slab of 

Psychedelia, Beck’s Bolero and Motown hits. As a bonus, there are a couple of 

contemporary interviews with Jeff Beck and a version of Curtis Mayfield’s It’s 

Alright by Rod Stewart’s Steampacket.

LP

L7 FAST & FRIGHTENING EASY ACTION

700 copies remastered, band authorized, stunning 2LP, gatefold sleeve with 

printed inner bags amazing comic book cover art. Rarities album of cover 

versions with 5 L7 penned tracks including a riotous live broadcast version of 

the hit single Pretend We’re Dead. Since the bands refor-mation in 2016 

demand for L7 records has soared and the cd of this album has sold out. 

Includes Joan Jett making a guest appearance on the cover of her old band the 

Runaways hit Cherry Bomb

2LP



LEMONHEADS
FAVOURITE SPANISH 

DISHES
FIRE RECORDS

Remastered pink 45rpm EP with Spanish dishes recipe booklet. 1500 copies. 

Released in 1990, Favourite Spanish Dishes saw The Lemonheads revisit Linda 

Rondstadt and the Stone Poneys’ ‘Different Drum’. “Dando has always had an 

ear for a cover version, able to select songs that fitted his melodic and lyrical 

sensibility perfectly, and Different Drum was perfect for him.” Guardian (The 

Lemonheads: 10 Of The Best). The 12” fea-tures an acoustic rendition of The 

Misfits ‘Skulls’ where “the grain of this voice gives the cover magnetic weight” 

(Rolling Stone) and self-penned tracks include ‘Paint’ and ‘Ride With Me’.

12

LOVELY EGGS
THIS IS EGGLAND (RSD EGG 

EDITION)
EGG RECORDS

Special fried egg vinyl, 500 copies only, in a special hand packed sleeve. 

Designed by the band, the giant fried egg appears in its own polythene display 

sleeve with a uniquely designed cardboard top. This is a true gem for any 

collector.

LP

MANFRED 

MANN 
ALIVE  1960'S RECORDS

Side one consists of live broadcast versions of some of Mann‘s earliest records 

with Paul Jones on vocals. Jones left the group in mid 1966 to pursue a solo 

career and the recordings on Side Two were made in late 1966-67 by a new 

line-up with replacement singer, Mike D’Abo. It in-cludes an early version of 

D’Abo’s celebrated song, Handbags And Gladrags and the very first public 

airing of Dylan‘s The Mighty Quinn.

LP

MERZBOW, 

MATS 

GUSTAFSSON, 

THURSTON 

MOORE, 

BALAZS PANDI

CUTS UP, CUTS OUT
RARENOISERECO

RDS

Following on their celebrated 2015 and well reviewed first recording ‘Cuts Of 

Guilt, Cuts Deeper’ which made Rolling Stone’s list of 20 best Avant Albums of 

2015, ‘Cuts Up, Cuts Out’ is a snapshot of the four musician’s uncanny 

groupthink during a live performance at the Church of St John at Hackney in 

September 2016. Spanning the highly exotic manifold of music dimensions of 

free noise, free and spiritual jazz and grindcore, ‘Cuts Up, Cuts Out’ will 

cathartically renew and elevate the listeners' Geist from the inside.

LP



MOVE IN EUROPE ‘66-‘67   1960'S RECORDS

Taken mostly from continental European TV broadcasts from 1966 and 1967. 

Listen to their versions of the northern soul classics Tired Of Being Lonely and 

One Love that have never previously been released.

LP

PERE UBU TERMINAL TOWER
CALL OF THE 

VOID

Formed in 1975, their early incarnations were captured a decade later on the 

seminal ‘Terminal Tower’ an 11-track that brought together their early 45s and 

flipsides. Limited edition 180g vinyl. 1000 copies.

LP

PICTISH TRAIL FUTURE ECHOES FIRE RECORDS

‘Future Echoes’ is the latest album from Pictish Trail, AKA Scottish singer-

songwriter Johnny Lynch. These spectral songs are filtered through a sun-

warped pop lens, where heart-pumping guitar shriek-outs collide with sampled 

gurgles and fractured lyrics figure-skate over sine-waves of glacial synth. 

‘Future Echoes’ represents the most confident, cohesive and pop-savvy 

collection of music Pictish Trail has written to date. Limited edition ‘cosmic’ 

coloured double 12” LP with disc of extras. 1000 copies.

2LP

PRETTY 

THINGS 
LIVE IN EUROPE 1966-67  EP 1960'S RECORDS

Side One tracks are from a German TV show broadcast in 1966 and Side Two 

features songs recorded live in Paris in June 1967.
7"

SHERMAN, 

BIM

LIGHTNING & THUNDER 

(MUNGO’S HI FI REMIX)

SCOTCH BONNET 

RECORDS

The soothing, bewitching singer Bim Sherman was a connoisseur’s favourite 

until his untimely passing in the year 2000. Using a vintage vocal courtesy of 

On U Sound producer Adrian Sherwood, Mungo’s have repurposed Bim’s 

classic Rastafari warning Lightning and Thunder in stormy digital fashion. 

Lightning and Thunder is pressed up on a crisp 10 inch – like the earliest 

Mungo’s productions – and includes a rumbling, tempes-tuous dub.

10"

SIX BY SEVEN 4

SATURDAY NIGHT 

SUNDAY 

MORNING

Six By Seven's acclaimed album from 2004 available for the first time on vinyl. 

This deluxe release comes as a double album on heavyweight coloured vinyl (1 

toxic green LP, 1 blood red LP) in a gatefold sleeve with three bonus tracks. 

Produced by Dave Fridmann (Flaming Lips) and Ric Peet (Charlatans, Muse) 

and the band. It’s their most accessible album, big, open and honest with a 

rich vein of Flaming lips style pop!,

2LP



SONICS 

RENDEZVOUS 

BAND

LIVE 78 EASY ACTION

500 copies on transparent blue vinyl. Taken from the hugely successful Sonic’s 

Rendezvous Band box set. Remastered audio for vinyl release. Band made up 

of members of legendary Detroit bands such as MC5, Rationals, Stooges, The 

Up

LP

SPACEMEN 3
TAKING DRUGS TO MAKE 

MUSIC TO TAKE DRUGS TO

SPACE AGE 

RECORDINGS

Berry coloured heavyweight 180 gram vinyl double LP in a gatefold sleeve with 

new artwork layout. Re-mastered by John Rivers at Woodbine Studios 

especially for vinyl release.

2LP

SPIRITUALIZED FUCKED UP INSIDE
GLASS RECORDS 

REDUX

Re-mastered by John Rivers at Woodbine Studios especially for vinyl release. 

Milky clear coloured heavyweight 180g LP in an embossed and hot foil finished 

sleeve.

LP

STEWART, 

JAMIE

AN AGGRESSIVE, CHAIN 

SMOKING ALCOHOLIC
BAD PAINTINGS

Jamie Stewart of Xiu Xiu releases his first solo album under his own name, on a 

special limited edition heavyweight colour vinyl for RSD. Written almost 

entirely on modular synths, An Aggressive, Chain Smoking Alcoholic sees Jamie 

explore the darkest reaches of his subconscious, push-ing, bending and 

shaping the sound to his will. Produced by ambient drone pioneer Lawrence 

English, this is an album of stark and menacing beauty, capturing the essence 

of some of the most brutal sections of Xiu Xiu from an even more twisted 

perspective.

LP

SUDDEN, 

NIKKI
LAST BANDITS

SEVENTEEN 

RECORDS

Remastered at Woodbine Street by John Rivers with Simon Carmody. 30 years 

on from the original release of this album. Compiled to include ALL the bonus 

material singles b sides etc. Limited to 900 copies in deluxe gatefold sleeve 

with intensive liner notes. Last Bandits In The World has been out of print for 

over 25 years and the singles were only ever issued in Eire.

2LP

TANGERINE 

DREAM
MIRACLE MILE

FIRE 

SOUNDTRACKS

The soundtrack to the original motion picture directed by Steve De Jarnatt 

(1989) and twelfth film score from Tangerine Dream, the tension in ‘Miracle 

Mile’, both the music and on the screen, make it one of their strongest and a 

masterpiece. Limited edition marbled colour vinyl. 1000 cop-ies.

LP



TELEVISION 

PERSONALITIE

S

CLOSER TO GOD FIRE RECORDS

Dan Treacy provides the antidote to the opening of the ill-fated Disneyland 

Paris and the first McDonald’s in China – it’s a white knuckle ride through his 

innermost hopes and fears with off stage giggling, half heard dialogue and 

feedback that sounds like an opera is expiring in an adjoin-ing L-shaped room. 

‘Closer To God’ is a spiritual rollercoaster that sounds as poignant and pressing 

as ever. Remastered 2LP on marbled black and white vinyl. 1500 copies.

2LP

TELEVISION 

PERSONALITIE

S

PRIVILEGE FIRE RECORDS

Remastered on black and white marbled vinyl. 1500 copies. Includes DL. 1989: 

It’s nine years since John Lennon died, and five years since The Television 

Personalities have had an album released. Fire Records sign the latest 

incarnation of the TVPs and let them loose in a proper studio. Dan Treacy’s 

muse is overcome by the versatility of Swatch watches and Back To The Future 

II, he doesn’t allow the songs on ‘Privilege’ to bend to temptation. The world is 

still wrong; it’s still unreal; as evidenced by the guest list at ‘Salvador Dali’s 

Garden Party’. Elsewhere there’s a hint of ‘60s soap operas, from Cathy Come 

Home to The Wicker Man.

LP

TROGGS WILD ON THE RADIO  1960'S RECORDS

Spend some quality time with your mates and listen to the Troggs‘ latest 

record. The Troggs are really the thing. There have been too many cyn-ics who 

considered them just a big joke. In recent months of psychedelic and 

electronic music, the Troggs have continued to furnish us with rock’n’roll and 

nice ballads - no message – no instructions on how to be happy or how to live 

your life

LP

ULRIKA 

SPACEK
SUGGESTIVE LISTENING E.P TOUGH LOVE

Following the release of two consecutive albums over two consecutive years 

(2016's 'The Album Paranoia' and last year's 'Modern English Decoration'), 

Ulrika Spacek release new music. This work reveals experimentation in both a 

home and studio environment. A departure from the band's beloved album 

format, and perhaps a suggestive insight into future endeavours.

12" 



VARIOUS COLOUR CLIMAX DIRTER ODEON

“Colour Climaxx” is the holy grail for anybody interested in the history of the 

soundtrack to adult films of the last 50 years. Much of this material was used 

in many lo budget/no budget amateur movies. Other pieces are compositions 

that have accompanied film festival showings of more bold and well-known 

erotic classics. They are performed under the umbrella name “Barn Jehovi”, by 

a myriad of musicians with whom Dave Col-lins has worked; they shall for the 

moment, remain anonymous. The tracks compiled for this release have been 

remastered and in most cases remixed. Limited edition milky clear vinyl.

LP 

VARIOUS 

ARTISTS

LAST SHOP STANDING - THE 

RISE, FALL AND REBIRTH OF 

THE INDEPENDENT RECORD 

SHOP

DO YOURSELF IN

Limited to 500 copies. Deluxe RSD fifth anniversary gatefold vinyl. The package 

includes : The 7” Single “Last Shop Standing” by Batteries (taken from the new 

film released later this year) . A download featuring : The Acclaimed 2013 RSD 

Original Documentary Film “Last Shop Standing - The Rise, Fall and Rebirth of 

the Independent Record Shop” by Pip Piper. Exclusive Liner Notes by Author 

Graham Jones and Director Pip Piper. Bonus Features: Never broadcast before 

: Last Shop Standing - The Rebirth, Continued…, Last Shop Standing - Shop Talk, 

Last Shop Standing - Official Trailer, Last Shop Standing - Johnny Marr 

Extended Interview, Last Shop Standing - Paul Weller Extended Interview, Last 

Shop Standing - Jo Good Extended Interview, Last Shop Standing - Richard 

Hawley Extended Interview, Last Shop Standing - Billy Bragg Extended 

Interview, Last Shop Standing - Sid Griffin Interview.

7"

VARIOUS 

ARTISTS
NEW YORK SOUL 67   HISTORY OF SOUL       

Whatever the approach, New York tried it all and labels both large and tiny 

hustled sales from willing punters and jukeboxes. This LP reflects all of this 

broad based musical activity, showcasing both thumping dance music and 

tender ballads. But whatever the genre you can be sure that it all has 100% 

SOUL!

LP



VARIOUS 

ARTISTS

SOHO SCENE 60 - JAZZ 

GOES MOD
RHYTHM & BLUES

By early 1960, the first waves of Ornette Coleman's New York musical tsunami 

had begun to reach British shores, and the local model of “free-form” then 

being pioneered by Jamaican altoist Joe Harriott found more critical 

acceptance than its counterpart played by Coleman, but Harriott a maverick, 

and would have little direct impact on the work of the majority of his 

contemporaries. Elsewhere though it was the template of the Jazz Couriers 

and their Hard Bop-derived modus operandi that continued to set the style for 

local modern jazz groups and in its wake came several worthy successors; the 

MJ6 featuring Stan Tracey; “The Quintet” headed by Ronnie Scott and Jimmy 

Deuchar; the Bert Courtley/Ronnie Ross Jazztet; the Ken Wray/Bobby Wellins 

Quintet; Allan Ganley and Keith Christie's New Jazzmakers: the Jazz Five co-led 

by Vic Ash and Harry Klein.. Tubby Hayes was another young veteran who 

welcomed the rise of a new wave, in one interview singling out not only King 

but also pianist Brian Dee, drummer Tony Mann and tenorist Stan Robinson as 

young men to watch. Like all other UK modern jazzmen, Robinson's 

opportunities for growth and exposure were foreshortened; his début 

recording (with the Jazzmakers) was taped in December 1960 but up until its 

inclusion on this anthology it remained unissued.

LP

VARIOUS 

ARTISTS

SOHO SCENE 66 – JAZZ 

GOES MOD
RHYTHM & BLUES

Getting the platters that matter. It’s what it’s always been about.. The year of 

Jazz ’66 belongs to Ronnie Scott’s smoke-stained club!
LP

VARIOUS 

ARTISTS

TAMLA MOTOWN - LIVE IN 

EUROPE 1965   
HISTORY OF SOUL       

Dusty Springfield hosted this impromptu TV special to promote the Tamla 

Motown artists that were taking part in their first ever European tour in 1965. 

Remember, Motown had only just launched its label in Europe earlier that 

year and the artists were known only to a small number of soul afficionados , 

so ticket sales for the tour were very poor. Mary Wilson recalls that the acts 

referred to it as the ghost tour; sales were so slow that they had to draft in 

Georgie Fame to headline halfway through the tour.

LP



VARIOUS 

ARTISTS
TEXAS SOUL 67 HISTORY OF SOUL       

As with previous sets, you may not know the singers, but you’ll surely love the 

music, because on here you will find tracks for the feet and songs for the heart 

– truly all the best 67 sounds from the Lone Star state.

LP

VARIOUS 

ARTISTS 

MIGHTY INSTRUMENTALS 

R&B-STYLE 1963
RHYTHM & BLUES

Cracking instrumentals from 1963, none of which ever got so much as a sniff 

at the charts. It’s mostly guitar-led rockers with fiery picking from Roy 

Buchanan and Jimmy Spruill and some early fuzzbox action from Lou Josie of 

the Ho-Dads. Up in New York, King Curtis is blowing out on the Rinkydinks 

(later adopted as the Soul Train theme). From Eastside, Los Angeles, The 

Mixtures try out their new Wurlitzer electric on the M. G.’s Chinese Checkers. 

There’s Louisiana sounds from The Mighty Trojans and James Booker and over 

in the Mid-West, we’ve got Little Milton Med-dlin' and Jimmy McCracklin 

Trottin’.

LP

VARIOUS 

ARTISTS 
NEW ORLEANS SOUL 1967 HISTORY OF SOUL       

Like its predecessor album which covered 1966, this LP brings together the 

best soul tracks recorded in New Orleans in 1967. At this time South-ern soul 

was in the ascendant but as usual the musical background of the Crescent City 

– jazz, R & B, the Caribbean – ensured that music rec-orded there always had a 

rhythmic twist and arrangements all of their own. No national hits here, just 

the sound of the streets. The heartbeat of the city.

LP

VASELINES DUM DUM
GLASS RECORDS 

REDUX
Exclusively licensed from Sub Pop for Record Store Day. Clear vinyl 180g LP. LP

VELVET 

HANDS
PARTYS OVER ZEN TEN 

Limited pressing of 500 autographed copies on blue vinyl. The bands last three 

releases have all had support from Radcliffe & Maconie, Steve Lamacq and 

Tom Robinson at 6 Music and Huw Stephens at Radio 1, they have also had 

play from Phil Taggert on Radio 1. The band are being tipped by influential 

London promoters, “This Feeling” as being “Big in 2018”.

LP



WHITE 

HILLS/GNOD
AQUARIAN DOWNER ROCKET 

Five track collaboration with New York’s purveyor of pummelling Post-Motorik 

Fuzz ‘White Hills’ and Manchester’s psychedelic-punk human anat-omy assault 

‘GNOD’. Initially released as a limited tour CDR in 2008, now available for the 

first time on ‘deep space’ blue swirl vinyl. Over the years the two bands have 

gone on to build a formidable reputation for releasing many outstanding 

records, including their second collaboration after Aquarian Downer; the 

stunning ‘GNOD Drop-out with White Hills II’. Both bands’ music has 

consistently pushed at the boundaries of what psychedelic music is. An album 

submerged in minimally restrained serene chilling drones, tailed by the pulses 

of GNOD’s heads-down astral pow-er.

LP

WHO
READY STEADY WHO FOUR  

EP
1960'S RECORDS

Dallas is the only performance to surface from the 1967 US tour thus far. The 

Who were by now the ultimate superpop singles band and the sav-age energy 

and precision of this performance makes up for the distinctly lo-fi nature of 

the recording. As our anonymous announcer says by way of an introduction 

“the most explosive group ever to come out of England…the Who!”

7"

WIRE NINE SEVENS PINKFLAG

First of a series of re-releases of Wire's 70's catalogue, released for the first 

time worldwide on Pink Flag. The 7" box set itself is a unique collec-tion of 

Wire 7"s recorded in the period 1977-1980 and includes 6 singles released 

originally on Harvest, one originally released on Rough Trade and one single 

recorded in 1980 that was never released on 7’. The 9th item is the EP given 

away with the first pressings of the album 154. Every-thing is freshly re-

mastered from the original archive analogue sources. Edition of 1500 and will 

not be repressed.

7" Box 

WRANGLER THREE MEMES MEMETUNE
Side One 1/Real Life - Crooked Man Remix Side Two 2/Theme From Wrangler - 

Daniel Miller Remix 3/Space Ace - LoneLady Remix
12"

YOUNGS, 

RICHARD
ENDLESS FUTURES

GLASS RECORDS 

REDUX

Brand new album exclusively released for Record Store Day. Coloured 

heavyweight 180 gram vinyl LP: white
LP



ZOOT 

MONEY'S BIG 

ROLL BAND 

(WITH 

GEORGE 

MELLY) 

ALL NIGHT WORKER  EP 1960'S RECORDS

This session was broadcast in 1965. It features a couple of modern jazz classics 

The Rock and Blues March along with Jesse Stone’s Smack Dab In The Middle 

and Rufus Thomas’s All Night Worker. We have done the best we possibly can 

with these admittedly lo-fi yet important historical recordings that were 

recorded direct off a radio set.

7"


